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INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 2 (B1)



Activity group(s): 6 Number of exercises: 750



Correspondence (19 activity (ies) 02:12:59) Keywords [17 word(s)] airmail paper correspondence to deliver (v.) glue greeting letter lined mailbox mailman message postcard to seal (v.) self-adhesive stationery typewriter yellow pages to write (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting at your desk looking very serious... What are you doing? Writing a letter! Answering last year's mail... Trying to write!



2



5 2 2



I should do that too.



Aren't you feeling inspired? Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person!
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Do you want some? Sure, if you have some to spare. Yes, please. No, my pen's out of ink anyway.



4



Are you sure you're not out of ideas too?



No, it's regular stationery. Sorry, all I have is lined paper.



6 6 6



Do you often get letters? No, never! Not enough! I get lots of them every day!



7



7 9 7



Lucky you!



Do you have enough envelopes? 8 9 8



No, do you have any? Yes, I have another big pack. No, do you have any spare ones?



8



5 5 5



Do you often write letters? No, not very often. Only when I really have to. I just write for Christmas and the New Year.



6



4 4 5



Here's some lined paper. Great! I never write straight anyway! Is it airmail paper? I prefer plain paper.



5



Take as much as you need.



I only have window envelopes. It doesn't matter. I'm afraid that won't do. I'll have to buy some then.
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Here, help yourself. You're right, they look too formal.
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9 9 9



9



Do you have stamps? No, I hope you have some! I'll get some at the post office. I should have a few left.



10



I see!



12 11 11



Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case it's sent back. No, I never bother! Well, I think it's wise!



12



10 11 10



What's the glue for? This envelope won't stay closed! To seal this envelope. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick!



11



I don't!



12 12 12



I suppose you're right.



Finished? Yes. I'm off to the post office now. Just one more left! Yes, I'm going to mail them now.



13



Where's the post office? Just across the street. Next to the bank. It's on Main Street.



14



13 14 13



That's very convenient!



14 14 14



What's this? It's a package for my aunt in Italy. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up!
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Are you sure you have your names on the right mailboxes? I'll have to check! Of course! Unless someone has switched them around!



You never know!



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] airmail paper correspondence to deliver glue greeting letter lined mailbox mailman message postcard to seal self-adhesive stationery typewriter yellow pages to write



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Writing a letter! Answering last year's mail... Trying to write! Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person! Sure, if you have some to spare. Yes, please. No, my pen's out of ink anyway. Great! I never write straight anyway! Is it airmail paper? I prefer plain paper. No, not very often. Only when I really have to. I just write for Christmas and the New Year. No, never! Not enough! I get lots of them every day! No, do you have any? Yes, I have another big pack. No, do you have any spare ones? It doesn't matter. I'm afraid that won't do. I'll have to buy some then. No, I hope you have some! I'll get some at the post office.
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I should have a few left. This envelope won't stay closed! To seal this envelope. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick! Yes, in case it's sent back. No, I never bother! Well, I think it's wise! Yes. I'm off to the post office now. Just one more left! Yes, I'm going to mail them now. Just across the street. Next to the bank. It's on Main Street. It's a package for my aunt in Italy. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up! I'll have to check! Of course! Unless someone has switched them around!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1 a letter a stamp a leaflet a catalog a newspaper a novel



2 an ink pen a typewriter a word processor a felt-tip pen a highlighter colored chalk



3 an envelope a parcel a poster a catalog a check a receipt
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4 a mailman a cyclist a head chef a stamp collector a musician a truck driver



5 a package an envelope a tray a stamp machine the yellow pages a phone book



6 a mailbox a bag a parcel a briefcase a suitcase a package



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting at your desk looking very serious... What are you doing? Writing a letter! Answering last year's mail... Trying to write!



2



5 2 2



I should do that too.



Aren't you feeling inspired? 3 6 5



Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person!
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3



Do you want some? Sure, if you have some to spare. Yes, please. No, my pen's out of ink anyway.



4



Are you sure you're not out of ideas too?



No, it's regular stationery. Sorry, all I have is lined paper.



6 6 6



Do you often get letters? No, never! Not enough! I get lots of them every day!



7



7 9 7



Lucky you!



Do you have enough envelopes? 8 9 8



No, do you have any? Yes, I have another big pack. No, do you have any spare ones?



8



5 5 5



Do you often write letters? No, not very often. Only when I really have to. I just write for Christmas and the New Year.



6



4 4 5



Here's some lined paper. Great! I never write straight anyway! Is it airmail paper? I prefer plain paper.



5



Take as much as you need.



I only have window envelopes. It doesn't matter. I'm afraid that won't do. I'll have to buy some then.
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Here, help yourself. You're right, they look too formal.
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9 9 9



9



Do you have stamps? No, I hope you have some! I'll get some at the post office. I should have a few left.



10



I see!



12 11 11



Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case it's sent back. No, I never bother! Well, I think it's wise!



12



10 11 10



What's the glue for? This envelope won't stay closed! To seal this envelope. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick!



11



I don't!



12 12 12



I suppose you're right.



Finished? Yes. I'm off to the post office now. Just one more left! Yes, I'm going to mail them now.



13



Where's the post office? Just across the street. Next to the bank. It's on Main Street.



14



13 14 13



That's very convenient!



14 14 14



What's this? It's a package for my aunt in Italy. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up!
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Are you sure you have your names on the right mailboxes? I'll have to check! Of course! Unless someone has switched them around!



You never know!



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



The post office is where you buy stamps. clothes shop drugstore coffee machine grocery store mailbox Construction of compound nouns Use of compound nouns



2



Airmail paper is white or blue. A ten-dollar bill A New York taxicab A double-decker bus The Stars n' Stripes Use of compound nouns



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. sit stick seal finish mix up send



stand detach open begin distinguish receive



Phonetics Exercise [7 phoneme(s)]



ow



phone envelope post code



eI



mail paper straight maybe they weigh neighbor's



uw



use few new



through



k



ink Christmas pack class stick jackets



E



letter never any send check already address
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s



Christmas seal self-adhesive across switched stamps express



r



answering wrong really street rates



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Verbs expressing a wish to act



2



Possessive pronouns
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3



Anaphoric 'to'
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: large envelope, small envelope



a large envelope and a small one



regular stamp, commemorative stamp



a regular stamp and a commemorative one



blue mailbox, red mailbox



a blue mailbox and a red one



airmail package, surface package



an airmail package and a surface one



formal letter, informal letter



a formal letter and an informal one



birthday card, anniversary card



a birthday card and an anniversary one



express batch, priority batch



an express batch and a priority one



Use of the pronoun 'one'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



You are sitting at your desk, looking very serious. I haven't got enough stationery . Do you want some? Have you got any ? The verb 'to have'



2



Verbs without a continuous form



I never write straight, anyway. Do you often write letters? Only when I really have to. Do you have enough envelopes? I must have a few left. Adverbs of time 'Ever' - 'Never' Anaphoric 'to' 'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many' 'To be left' - 'To have left'



3



'Some' - 'Any'



Placement of 'enough'



Do you usually put your address on the back of the envelope? No! I never bother! I'm off to the post office now. It's just across the street. Adverbs of time
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'Ever' - 'Never'



The main postpositions



Prepositions of place
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4



I only have window envelopes. I don't want to use that kind of envelope . You're right , they look formal . It doesn't matter . I'll have to buy some then.



5



Do you intend to send him a souvenir? Hmm... I guess so. What do you propose ? If I were you, I would try to find something typically American. How about a Statue of Liberty tee shirt? Perfect. Now let's see if he'll agree to wear it! Verbs expressing a wish to act



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: This postcard costs twenty cents. That postcard costs twenty cents.



This postcard costs as much as that postcard.



This letter weighs thirty grams. That letter weighs thirty grams.



This letter weighs as much as that one. This letter weighs as much as that letter. That letter weighs as much as this one. That letter weighs as much as this letter.



I received three cards for Christmas. She received three cards for Christmas.



I received as many cards as she received. I received as many cards as she did. She received as many cards as I did. She received as many cards as I received.



Sheila has a lot of luck. Tina has a lot of luck.



Sheila has as much luck as Tina. Tina has as much luck as Sheila. Sheila has as much luck as she does. Tina has as much luck as she does.



'As much as' - 'As many as'
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the express mail fast?



Yes, the express mail is very fast.



Is the mailman efficient?



Yes, the mailman is very efficient.



Is this package heavy?



Yes, this package is very heavy.



Do you have some pretty stamps?



Yes, I have some very pretty stamps.



Absolute superlative



3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the express mail fast?



No, the express mail is far from fast.



Is your neighbor's mailbox full?



No, my neighbor's mailbox is far from full.



Has the mail strike been troublesome?



No, the mail strike has been far from troublesome.



Are the spare envelopes big?



No, the spare envelopes are far from big.



Absolute superlative



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I'm sitting at my desk, writing a letter. I'm answering last year's mail. But I haven't got enough stationery. My pen's also running out of ink. Soon I'll run out of ideas too. 'To write'



2



1 2 3 4



Placement of 'enough'



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



I'm going to go and mail my letters now. Where's the post office? Just across the street, next to the bank. That's very convenient! Absolute superlative
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Word Order with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



It's easy to write It's easy to write long,



2



I've run I've run out



3



I hate writing on airmail paper; it's I hate writing on airmail paper; it's so thin



long, interesting interesting letters



out of ink. Have you of ink. Have you got any?



letters



got



any



so



?



thin



Absolute superlative



4



I should have enough envelopes for all my Christmas I should have enough envelopes for all my Christmas cards.



cards.



Placement of 'enough'



5



The post office ran out of stamps, can The post office ran out of stamps, can you believe it?



6



Some people don't Some people don't put



you



believe



put their addresses on the their addresses on the envelope



it



?



envelope.



The impersonal structure



7



I'm going I'm going to



8



the mailman gets mine and my brother's mail mixed the mailman gets mine and my brother's mail mixed up



to the post office to catch the the post office to catch the midday mail.



midday



mail.



up



Possessive pronouns
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting at your desk looking very serious... What are you doing? Writing a letter! Answering last year's mail... Trying to write! Are postcards cheaper to send than letters? Yes, I have another big pack. Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! Send them by express mail, please. Can you help me look it up?



2



They're a little cheaper. I think you need more postage! That's the fastest way. Sure.



Aren't you feeling inspired? Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person! But I sent you one! Yes, in case it's sent back. Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! To seal this envelope. Send them by express mail, please.



3



5 2 2



I should do that too.



3 6 5 Well, I'm still waiting for it! I think you need more postage! That's the fastest way.



Do you want some? Sure, if you have some to spare. Yes, please. No, my pen's out of ink anyway. Is the postage correct? I'll send them first class, please. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up! Can you help me look it up? Unless someone has switched them around!
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4 4 5



4



Here's some lined paper. Great! I never write straight anyway! Is it airmail paper? I prefer plain paper. I'll send them first class, please. It must be because of the mail strike. Which is faster? Can you help me look it up? These self-adhesive stamps don't stick!



5



5 5 5



Plus the train strike and the airline strike... Express mail. It takes just one day. Sure.



Do you often write letters? No, not very often. Only when I really have to. I just write for Christmas and the New Year. Writing a letter! Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! I'll have to buy some then. To seal this envelope. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan.



6



No, it's regular stationery. Sorry, all I have is lined paper.



6 6 6 I think you need more postage!



Do you often get letters? No, never! Not enough! I get lots of them every day! Which is faster? No, I always write the same old things. They're all ready to go. I'll send them first class, please. By regular mail.
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7 9 7



7



Do you have enough envelopes? No, do you have any? Yes, I have another big pack. No, do you have any spare ones? Could I have some stamps, please? First class, please. I must have put on the wrong address then. No, I never bother! Can I weigh and send the letters myself?



8



Where is it? Yes, that's right.



Yes, you can.



Here, help yourself. You're right, they look too formal.



9 9 9



Sorry, all I have is lined paper. Are you sure you're not out of ideas too? Just behind you.



Do you have stamps? No, I hope you have some! I'll get some at the post office. I should have a few left. It's a package for my aunt in Italy. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up! Writing a letter! Oh, excuse me, ma'am. Do you have a leaflet with all the postage rates?



10



Well, at least you have the right phone number!



I only have window envelopes. It doesn't matter. I'm afraid that won't do. I'll have to buy some then. I prefer plain paper. Did you get my letter? No, my pen's out of ink anyway.



9



8 9 8



I don't!



10 11 10



Yes, here you are.



What's the glue for? This envelope won't stay closed! To seal this envelope. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick! It's on Main Street. Great! I never write straight anyway! Yes, please. Send them by express mail, please. Priority mail should be all right.
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I see!



12 11 11



That's the fastest way. It only takes two days.
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Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case it's sent back. No, I never bother! Well, I think it's wise! Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! O.K. Thank you. Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! Great! I never write straight anyway! Can you help me look it up?



12



I think you need more postage! Sure.



13 14 13



They're a little cheaper.



Where's the post office? Just across the street. Next to the bank. It's on Main Street. What did I do wrong? Answering last year's mail... I've already been here for half an hour! No, I hope you have some! I make a funny-looking letter!



14



I suppose you're right.



Finished? Yes. I'm off to the post office now. Just one more left! Yes, I'm going to mail them now. Only when I really have to. Is it my turn? No, do you have any? Are postcards cheaper to send than letters? I'll have to buy some then.



13



12 12 12



That's very convenient!



14 14 14



You mailed it without any stamps on it! I should do that too. I don't! That's for sure!



What's this? It's a package for my aunt in Italy. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up! O.K. Thank you. I prefer plain paper. Didn't I put on enough postage? Trying to write! How much will it cost to send this package?
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Are you sure you have your names on the right mailboxes? I'll have to check! Of course! Unless someone has switched them around! Sure, if you have some to spare. No, do you have any spare ones? Oh, good. Where is it? First class and express, yes.



You never know! Take as much as you need.



Just behind you.



Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



Not to have anymore. run out of



2



Letters and packages carried by an aircraft. airmail



3



A flat paper used to contain a letter. envelope



4



Used for sticking paper. glue



5



On the other side of. across



6



The person living next door. neighbor



7



Extra, supplementary. spare



8



You need these to send a letter. stamps



9



The principal road in a town. main street



10



A parcel. package



11



The person who delivers the mail. mailman



12



The mailman puts your letters into this. mail box
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Video and Questions [1 exercises] Progress in the field of communications never seems to stop. To write his letter, man has used ink and the quill, the ballpoint pen, the typewriter and today, the computer. The keys on a keyboard might not make as much noise as drums, but they're just as efficient at sending news, good or bad. Delivery methods have also evolved: from carrier pigeons to mailmen, from messengers to today's information superhighways! This woman has just received some email. She's probably working and not writing a letter to her friends. Email has the advantage of going where postal mail isn't distributed. Nonetheless, it's much nicer to get a handwritten letter! This woman seems to be daydreaming. She'll send her message in a bottle. Who knows? Maybe a mermaid will find it and reply! But if the letter's wet, the address on the envelope will be illegible. Judging by her smile, this woman is definitely not writing to her bank manager! Rather, she's writing to her son. She's already imagining how happy he'll be when the mailman delivers the letter. All that's left is to put on the stamp... and take the letter to the post office. She will kiss it so it will arrive even faster. The child is very happy to receive a letter. Even though he can't read well yet, the boy recognizes his mother's handwriting and he telephones her straightaway to thank her. She's surprised that someone is calling so early in the morning and discovers that it's her son on the other end of the line. One of the advantages of the telephone is that you can immediately hear the voices of the ones you love. Receiving mail would be impossible without the help of the mailman who, every day, whatever the weather, delivers the mail. However, the days there are bills, he could quite happily stay at home and sleep in! We wouldn't be angry!



1



What is the subject of this video? Communication Computers Stationery Electronic mail



2



What are the first two people in the video doing? Using laptop computers Ordering pizza Playing solitaire Writing letters



3



Where is the second person in the video? On the beach At home In her bed In the sea



4



What does the narrator think about bills? She doesn't like them. She thinks they're a good read. She isn't angry when she receives them. She prefers to pay them immediately.
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5



Which weather conditions prevent mailmen from delivering? None Snow Rain Wind



6



What does the narrator prefer? Handwritten letters Emails Invoices Bills



7



How can we tell the woman isn't writing a formal letter? She seems happy. She seems sad. She's a mermaid. She's friends with her bank manager.



8



What might happen if the letter is wet? The address might be unreadable. The address might change. The address might become clearer. The letter might sink.



9



Which of the following can you not write with? A stamp Ink A quill A ballpoint pen



10



Which of these statements is true? Communications is an ever-changing field. Communications is a slow-changing field. Change in communications has stabilized. Change in communications has just started.



At the Post Office (18 activity (ies) 02:02:11) Keywords [18 word(s)] address airmail to collect (v.) directory economy class
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envelope first class mail to mail (v.) parcel post office priority mail to receive (v.) to send (v.) sender stamp to stick (irreg.) zip code



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are now at the post office. Is it my turn? It's crowded again.... I hate standing in line!



2



No, it's this lady's turn. Oh, excuse me, ma'am. Oh, sorry. Go ahead. I've already been here for half an hour!



3



Thank you.



3 3 3



Not much, it's very light.



4 6 8



Now it's your turn. I want to send these letters. How much will it cost to send this package? Could I have some stamps, please?



4



2 3 3



It always is! So do I!



How do you want to send them? By regular mail. They're urgent. First class, please.
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5



You can send them by express or priority mail. Send them by express mail, please. Priority mail should be all right. Which is faster?



6



8 8 8



Oh yes, sorry about that!



I think you need more postage! That's for sure!



9 9 9



Sorry, I'm all out. I'm sorry, we haven't got any left.



12 12 10



Yes, here you are. They're a little cheaper.



13 13 11



Do you need anything else? Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Do you have commemorative stamps for collectors? Just one more thing...



10



7 7 7



Hey! You've got a stamp stuck on your jacket! Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! I make a funny-looking letter! They stick better on jackets than on envelopes!



9



Yes, it is.



So this batch is first class and these are express mail, right? Yes, that's right. First class and express, yes. No, it's the other way around.



8



6 6 6



What about these three letters? I'll send them first class, please. Is the postage correct? They're all ready to go.



7



That's the fastest way. It only takes two days. Express mail. It takes just one day.



Yes, what? Do you have a leaflet with all the postage rates? Are postcards cheaper to send than letters? How can I find a zip code?
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11



You have to look it up in the zip code directory. I don't know how to use it. Where is it? Can you help me look it up?



12



13 13 13



15 14 15



What letter?



Yes, I did... but I wish I hadn't! Why? Didn't I put on enough postage? What did I do wrong?



15



Yes, you can.



13 13



You are now talking to one of your friends on the phone: Did you get my letter? Did you find anything in your mailbox? Well? What about the letter I sent you?



14



13



Try the stamp machine over there. Can I weigh and send the letters myself? Oh, good. O.K. Thank you.



13



First look up the city and state, then the street address. Just behind you. Sure.



I had to pay for the missing postage! No, and I had to pay! You mailed it without any stamps on it!



I haven't received any letters! But I sent you one! It must be because of the mail strike. I must have put on the wrong address then.



Well, I'm still waiting for it! Plus the train strike and the airline strike... Well, at least you have the right phone number!



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] address airmail to collect directory economy class envelope first class
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mail to mail parcel post office priority mail to receive to send sender stamp to stick zip code



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Is it my turn? It's crowded again.... I hate standing in line! Oh, excuse me, ma'am. Oh, sorry. Go ahead. I've already been here for half an hour! I want to send these letters. How much will it cost to send this package? Could I have some stamps, please? By regular mail. They're urgent. First class, please. Send them by express mail, please. Priority mail should be all right. Which is faster? I'll send them first class, please. Is the postage correct? They're all ready to go. Yes, that's right. First class and express, yes. No, it's the other way around. Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! I make a funny-looking letter! They stick better on jackets than on envelopes! Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Do you have commemorative stamps for collectors? Just one more thing... Do you have a leaflet with all the postage rates? Are postcards cheaper to send than letters? How can I find a zip code? I don't know how to use it. Where is it? Can you help me look it up? Can I weigh and send the letters myself? Oh, good. O.K. Thank you. Did you get my letter? Did you find anything in your mailbox? Well? What about the letter I sent you? Why? Didn't I put on enough postage? What did I do wrong? But I sent you one! It must be because of the mail strike.
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I must have put on the wrong address then.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 an envelope a diary a story book a magazine a guide book a manual



2 stamps a hole puncher a cash machine a scale a fax machine a phone booth



3 a jacket a pullover pants a shirt a dress a sweatshirt



4 a lady a gentleman a child a patient an attendant an assistant
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are now at the post office. Is it my turn? It's crowded again.... I hate standing in line!



2



No, it's this lady's turn. Oh, excuse me, ma'am. Oh, sorry. Go ahead. I've already been here for half an hour!



3



Thank you.



3 3 3



Not much, it's very light.



4 6 8



Now it's your turn. I want to send these letters. How much will it cost to send this package? Could I have some stamps, please?



4



2 3 3



It always is! So do I!



How do you want to send them? 6 5 6



By regular mail. They're urgent. First class, please.



5



You can send them by express or priority mail. Send them by express mail, please. Priority mail should be all right. Which is faster?



6



That's the fastest way. It only takes two days. Express mail. It takes just one day.



6 6 6



Yes, it is.



7 7 7



What about these three letters? I'll send them first class, please. Is the postage correct? They're all ready to go.
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7



So this batch is first class and these are express mail, right? Yes, that's right. First class and express, yes. No, it's the other way around.



8



Sorry, I'm all out. I'm sorry, we haven't got any left.



12 12 10



Yes, here you are. They're a little cheaper.



13 13 11



First look up the city and state, then the street address. Just behind you. Sure.



13



Yes, you can.



13 13 13



You have to look it up in the zip code directory. I don't know how to use it. Where is it? Can you help me look it up?



12



9 9 9



Yes, what? Do you have a leaflet with all the postage rates? Are postcards cheaper to send than letters? How can I find a zip code?



11



I think you need more postage! That's for sure!



Do you need anything else? Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Do you have commemorative stamps for collectors? Just one more thing...



10



Oh yes, sorry about that!



Hey! You've got a stamp stuck on your jacket! Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! I make a funny-looking letter! They stick better on jackets than on envelopes!



9



8 8 8



13 13



Try the stamp machine over there. Can I weigh and send the letters myself? Oh, good. O.K. Thank you.
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13



You are now talking to one of your friends on the phone: Did you get my letter? Did you find anything in your mailbox? Well? What about the letter I sent you?



14



What letter?



Yes, I did... but I wish I hadn't! Why? Didn't I put on enough postage? What did I do wrong?



15



15 14 15



I had to pay for the missing postage! No, and I had to pay! You mailed it without any stamps on it!



I haven't received any letters! But I sent you one! It must be because of the mail strike. I must have put on the wrong address then.



Well, I'm still waiting for it! Plus the train strike and the airline strike... Well, at least you have the right phone number!



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Registered mail means you have to sign for the delivery. First class Stamp machine Commemorative stamps Mail strike Use of the past participle as an adjective



2



Philatelists collect stamps. Vertigo Numismatists Claustrophobia Magicians



3



The directory lists personal addresses and phone numbers. operator mailman telephone company yellow pages email



4



Return to sender means the addressee cannot be found. Love Me Tender Teddy bear Heartbreak Hotel Blue Hawaii Registered
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Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. lined back crowded cheap light



2



blank front empty expensive heavy



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. batch mail stationery amount rates leaflet



group post paper goods quantity prices brochure



Phonetics Exercise [5 phoneme(s)]



aj



writing trying buy right strike



aw



now



crowded hour around



h



have hate ahead half how



t



first turn stick commemorative collectors leaflet



A



last package class faster
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'As much as' - 'As many as'



2



More uses of the possessive
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3



'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago'
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: large envelope, small envelope cheap postcard, expensive postcard



a cheap postcard and an expensive one



good idea, bad idea



a good idea and a bad one



international box, local box



an international box and a local one



dime stamp, nickel stamp



a dime stamp and a nickel one



express package, first-class package



an express package and a first-class one



crowded post office, empty post office



a crowded post office and an empty one



Use of the pronoun 'one'



2



a large envelope and a small one



American money



Reformulate as in the example. Example: the weather for next Tuesday



next Tuesday's weather



a resolution for New Year



a New Year's resolution



the newspaper from yesterday



yesterday's newspaper



the mail from last week



last week's mail



a walk of an hour



an hour's walk



product for the next century



next century's product



a drive of a mile



a mile's drive



More uses of the possessive



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: the weather for next Tuesday



next Tuesday's weather



the schedule for tomorrow



tomorrow's schedule



the flights next month



next month's flights



the youth of today



today's youth



the postal system of the last century



last century's postal system



a holiday of two days



two days' holiday



the budget of last year



last year's budget



More uses of the possessive
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



You are now at the post office. It's crowded again ! It always is! Go ahead ! Adverbs of time



2



You can send them by express or registered mail. Will they get there faster ? I'll send them first class. Do they have the right amount of stamps? Yes, they do .



3



So this batch is first class and these are second class, right? First and second class , yes. No, it's the other way around . Oh yes, sorry about that. Demonstratives



4



Did you get my letter ? Yes, I did ... and I wish I hadn't. Didn't I put on enough stamps ? I had to pay for the missing postage! Trust me to forget the stamps ! Irregular verbs



5



Hey, did your Christmas present arrive ? No, when did you send it? About two weeks ago . It feels like I've been waiting for years. No, but you've been waiting since we first saw it in the window! 'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago' Similarity: 'like' and 'as' Different meanings of 'since'
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Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: This postcard costs twenty cents. That postcard costs twenty cents.



This postcard costs as much as that one.



This city uses five zip codes. That city uses five zip codes.



This city uses as many zip codes as that one. This city uses as many zip codes as that city. That city uses as many zip codes as this one. That city uses as many zip codes as this city.



There are eight people in the express line. There are eight people in the regular line.



There are as many people in the express line as there are in the regular line. There are as many people in the express line as there are in the regular one. There are as many people in the regular line as there are in the express line. There are as many people in the regular line as there are in the express one. There are as many people in the express line as in the regular line. There are as many people in the regular line as in the express line. There are as many people in the express line as in the regular one. There are as many people in the regular line as in the express one.



This box contains ten chocolates. That box contains ten chocolates.



This box contains as many chocolates as that one. This box contains as many chocolates as that box. That box contains as many chocolates as this one. That box contains as many chocolates as this box.



'As much as' - 'As many as'
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2



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Jeff wrote four cards. Jenny wrote eight. I sent two postcards. My brother sent six.



My brother sent three times as many postcards as me. My brother sent three times as many postcards as I did.



He bought three stamps. His mother bought thirty.



His mother bought ten times as many stamps as him. His mother bought ten times as many stamps as he did.



We used four pieces of paper. They used two pieces of paper.



We used twice as many pieces of paper as they did. They used half as much paper as we did. They used half as much paper as us. We used twice as many pieces of paper as them. We used twice as much paper as they did. They used half as many pieces of paper as we did. They used half as many pieces of paper as us. We used twice as much paper as them.



'As much as' - 'As many as'



3



Jenny wrote twice as many cards as Jeff did.



Reinforcing the comparative



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Are they old friends? (yes)



Yes, they are the oldest of friends.



Are these very nice designs? (yes)



Yes, these are the nicest of designs.



Is express mail the fastest delivery method? (yes)



Yes, express mail is the fastest of delivery methods.



Is Federal Speed the most reliable delivery service? (no)



No, Federal Speed is far from the most reliable delivery service.



Demonstratives
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



How do you want to send your letters? First class. They're quite urgent. You can send them by express or registered mail. Will it cost much? Not much more than ordinary mail. 'Quite' - 'Quite a few'



2



1 2 3 4



Direct and indirect questions



It's always crowded in the post office. I hate standing in line! When will it be my turn? I've already been waiting for half an hour. Adverbs of time Verbs: reactions and preferences Use of the present perfect continuous Expressions with the present perfect 'For how long' - 'Since when'



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



Did you get my letter, Tom? Yes, I did. But I wish I hadn't! What have I done wrong? You mailed it without enough stamps on it. I had to pay for the missing postage. Sorry, Tom, I'll be more careful next time. Past interrogatives Construction of the preterite Placement of 'enough' 'Next' - 'The next'



Tags - Short answers



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



Why are Why are the



2



Will it be Will it be a lot



the lines lines at the



at the post office always post office always so long?



a lot cheaper to send cheaper to send this package



so



this package second class?



long



?



second



class?



Direct and indirect questions



3



you only need one first-class you only need one first-class stamp



4



my grandfather has been a stamp my grandfather has been a stamp collector
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stamp for for a letter



a letter to Europe.



collector for years



for



to



Europe.



years.
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5



My name isn't in the telephone directory My name isn't in the telephone directory The negative form



6



I didn't I didn't get



7



There's a mail strike so unemployment There's a mail strike so unemployment checks



get the letter the letter because



because you you put on the



put on the wrong address



checks will will be late



wrong



be



address.



late



Use of 'so' to express a goal



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are now at the post office. Is it my turn? It's crowded again.... I hate standing in line! Did you find anything in your mailbox? Writing a letter! Yes. I'm off to the post office now. I'm afraid that won't do. Why?



2



2 3 3



It always is! So do I!



You're right, they look too formal. I had to pay for the missing postage!



No, it's this lady's turn. Oh, excuse me, ma'am. Oh, sorry. Go ahead. I've already been here for half an hour! Can you help me look it up? No, it's the other way around. Did you get my letter? Only when I really have to. Yes. I'm off to the post office now.
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3 3 3



Thank you. Sure. Oh yes, sorry about that!
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3



Now it's your turn. I want to send these letters. How much will it cost to send this package? Could I have some stamps, please? Well, I think it's wise! Just one more thing... Just across the street. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick! Can I weigh and send the letters myself?



4



That's very convenient! Yes, you can.



6 6 Sorry, all I have is lined paper.



So do I! I'm sorry, we haven't got any left.



You can send them by express or priority mail. Send them by express mail, please. Priority mail should be all right. Which is faster? Next to the bank. Writing a letter! Do you have commemorative stamps for collectors? I've already been here for half an hour! Can I weigh and send the letters myself?



6



I suppose you're right.



How do you want to send them? By regular mail. First class, please. They're urgent. I prefer plain paper. Just one more left! I'm more of a phone person! I hate standing in line! Do you have commemorative stamps for collectors?



5



4 6 8



Not much, it's very light.



That's the fastest way. It only takes two days. Express mail. It takes just one day.



6 6 6



I'm sorry, we haven't got any left. Yes, you can.



What about these three letters? I'll send them first class, please. Is the postage correct? They're all ready to go. Is it my turn? I've already been here for half an hour! I prefer plain paper. This envelope won't stay closed! Could I have some stamps, please?
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7 7 7



Yes, it is.



Sorry, all I have is lined paper. I see!
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7



So this batch is first class and these are express mail, right? Yes, that's right. First class and express, yes. No, it's the other way around. Could I have some stamps, please? Did you get my letter? Didn't I put on enough postage? I want to send these letters. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan.



8



No, and I had to pay!



I think you need more postage! That's for sure!



9 9 9



I don't!



Do you need anything else? Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Do you have commemorative stamps for collectors? Just one more thing... Not enough! To seal this envelope. They're all ready to go. Well, I think it's wise! I've already been here for half an hour!



10



Oh yes, sorry about that!



Hey! You've got a stamp stuck on your jacket! Maybe you can send me to Hawaii! I make a funny-looking letter! They stick better on jackets than on envelopes! No, I hope you have some! It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. Just one more left! To seal this envelope. Great! I never write straight anyway!



9



8 8 8



Sorry, I'm all out. I'm sorry, we haven't got any left.



12 12 10



I suppose you're right.



Yes, what? Do you have a leaflet with all the postage rates? Are postcards cheaper to send than letters? How can I find a zip code? I prefer plain paper. Yes, that's right. I'm afraid that won't do. By regular mail. I'll send them first class, please.
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Yes, here you are. They're a little cheaper.



13 13 11



Sorry, all I have is lined paper. You're right, they look too formal.
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11



You have to look it up in the zip code directory. I don't know how to use it. Where is it? Can you help me look it up? I should have a few left. It's on Main Street. Answering last year's mail... Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! I've already been here for half an hour!



12



13 13 13



I should do that too.



Try the stamp machine over there. Can I weigh and send the letters myself? Oh, good. O.K. Thank you. No, do you have any? Only when I really have to. To seal this envelope. Just across the street. No, my pen's out of ink anyway.



13



First look up the city and state, then the street address. Just behind you. Sure.



Yes, you can.



13 13 13



That's very convenient! Are you sure you're not out of ideas too?



You are now talking to one of your friends on the phone: Did you get my letter? Did you find anything in your mailbox? Well? What about the letter I sent you? No, my pen's out of ink anyway.



What letter? Are you sure you're not out of ideas too?



Oh, excuse me, ma'am. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up! Of course! No, never!
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15 14 15



14



Yes, I did... but I wish I hadn't! Why? Didn't I put on enough postage? What did I do wrong? How much will it cost to send this package? I'll send them first class, please. Where is it? I don't know how to use it.



I had to pay for the missing postage! No, and I had to pay! You mailed it without any stamps on it! Not much, it's very light. Just behind you. First look up the city and state, then the street address.



They're urgent.



15



I haven't received any letters! But I sent you one! It must be because of the mail strike. I must have put on the wrong address then. Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. No, never! Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! Yes, I'm going to mail them now. I just write for Christmas and the New Year.



Well, I'm still waiting for it! Plus the train strike and the airline strike... Well, at least you have the right phone number! Sorry, I'm all out.



Mystery Phrase [8 exercises] 1



Full of people. crowded



2



Mail recorded in the post office and guaranteed special delivery. registered



3



In remembrance of a person or event. commemorative



4



A device which distributes stamps. stamp machine



5



The different prices of sending letters. postage rates



6



A book listing addresses and telephone numbers. directory
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7



Absent. missing



8



When employees stop working to obtain demands. strike



The Post Office (18 activity (ies) 01:48:09) Keywords [12 word(s)] deadline delivery homeowner to invest (v.) landlady lawsuit lawyer legal package registered rent to sign (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You go home. Your landlady tells you the mailman came with a registered package for you. What do you ask her? Did you take the package from him? Do you have it? What do I have to do?



2



2 2 2



123 Kensington Avenue. From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.



13 3



You have to go and pick it up at the post office. Where is the post office? What are its hours?



3



No, I didn't. No, I don't.



You arrive at the post office and walk up to a counter. What do you say to the clerk? 4 4 4



I'm here to pick up a parcel. I've received a registered package. You've got something for me.
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4



What's your name? 7 7 5



Here's my ID. Here's my driver's license. My name is Jones.



5



Where do you live? 34 Park Lane. 103 Madison Avenue. 57th Street.



6



Do you have any ID? Yes, I have a passport. Yes, I have a driver's license. No, I don't have any with me.



7



There's a phone booth opposite the post office.



11 9 9 10



Could you come back later? Yes, I could. No, I won't be able to. You really can't give me my package?



9



Sorry, but I can't give you the package.



7 7 8



Thank you. Would you sign here, please? Anything else? I'd like to buy some stamps. I'd like to send some letters. I've got a package to send. I need to call overseas.



8



6 6 6



I'm sorry. Those are the regulations.



What destination? 12 12 12



France. Canada. United States.
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10



How are you going to pay? With my credit card. Cash. I want to call collect.



11



Do you want regular stamps or collector's stamps? Collector's stamps. Regular stamps.



12



How do you want to send your letters? Special delivery. Express delivery. Regular delivery.



13



By the way, I have come to collect the rent. 14 14



You're joking! That's all I needed!



14



Yes, it's true! Have you got anything to complain about? There are a few things in the house that need to be done! I don't agree with the rent increase! Can I pay in two weeks?



15



15 17 All right! But that's my last deadline!



Such as? 16 16 16



Change the hot water heater. Change the tiling in the bathroom. Change the bedroom wallpaper.
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16



All right then! I'll get the work done, but you must pay the rent! All right, all right! Can I pay in two weeks?



17



All right then! But that's my last deadline!



It's perfectly legal! I want to talk to my lawyer. Can I pay in two weeks? All right then!



That means trouble! Okay! But that's my last deadline!



Word Pronunciation [12 word(s)] deadline delivery homeowner to invest landlady lawsuit lawyer legal package registered rent to sign



Sentence Pronunciation [48 sentence(s)] Did you take the package from him? Do you have it? What do I have to do? Where is the post office? What are its hours? I'm here to pick up a parcel. I've received a registered package. You've got something for me. Here's my ID. Here's my driver's license. My name is Jones. 34 Park Lane. 103 Madison Avenue. 57th Street. Yes, I have a passport. Yes, I have a driver's license. No, I don't have any with me. I'd like to buy some stamps. I'd like to send some letters. I've got a package to send. I need to call overseas. Yes, I could. No, I won't be able to.
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You really can't give me my package? France. Canada. United States. With my credit card. Cash. I want to call collect. Collector's stamps. Regular stamps. Special delivery. Express delivery. Regular delivery. You're joking! That's all I needed! There are a few things in the house that need to be done! I don't agree with the rent increase! Can I pay in two weeks? Change the hot water heater. Change the tiling in the bathroom. Change the bedroom wallpaper. All right, all right! Can I pay in two weeks? I want to talk to my lawyer. Can I pay in two weeks? All right then!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1 a package a drawing a contract a poster a guarantee an intersection



2 a parcel a weapon a vehicle a parachute a CD player a speaker
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3 a stamp a postcard a ticket an authorization a dictionary a schedule



4 a letter a poster a train schedule a stamp collection a tourist guidebook a comic book



5 a phone booth a service station an information booth a cement truck a post office a ticket counter



6 a collector's stamp a brochure a train ticket an exercise book a newspaper column a business card



7 a passport a driver's license a hunting permit a credit card a notebook a bank note
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8 a driver's license an exercise a bus schedule an instruction manual a family photo a movie program



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You go home. Your landlady tells you the mailman came with a registered package for you. What do you ask her? Did you take the package from him? Do you have it? What do I have to do?



2



2 2 2



123 Kensington Avenue. From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.



13 3



You have to go and pick it up at the post office. Where is the post office? What are its hours?



3



No, I didn't. No, I don't.



You arrive at the post office and walk up to a counter. What do you say to the clerk? 4 4 4



I'm here to pick up a parcel. I've received a registered package. You've got something for me.



4



What's your name? 7 7 5



Here's my ID. Here's my driver's license. My name is Jones.



5



Where do you live? 6 6 6



34 Park Lane. 103 Madison Avenue. 57th Street.
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6



Do you have any ID? Yes, I have a passport. Yes, I have a driver's license. No, I don't have any with me.



7



Thank you. Would you sign here, please? Anything else? I'd like to buy some stamps. I'd like to send some letters. I've got a package to send. I need to call overseas.



8



There's a phone booth opposite the post office.



I'm sorry. Those are the regulations.



What destination? 12 12 12



France. Canada. United States.



10



How are you going to pay? With my credit card. Cash. I want to call collect.



11



11 9 9 10



Could you come back later? Yes, I could. No, I won't be able to. You really can't give me my package?



9



Sorry, but I can't give you the package.



7 7 8



Do you want regular stamps or collector's stamps? Collector's stamps. Regular stamps.
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12



How do you want to send your letters? Special delivery. Express delivery. Regular delivery.



13



By the way, I have come to collect the rent. You're joking! That's all I needed!



14



Yes, it's true! Have you got anything to complain about? There are a few things in the house that need to be done! I don't agree with the rent increase! Can I pay in two weeks?



15



14 14



15 17 All right! But that's my last deadline!



Such as? 16 16 16



Change the hot water heater. Change the tiling in the bathroom. Change the bedroom wallpaper.



16



All right then! I'll get the work done, but you must pay the rent! All right, all right! Can I pay in two weeks?



17



All right then! But that's my last deadline!



It's perfectly legal! I want to talk to my lawyer. Can I pay in two weeks? All right then!
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The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



The deadline for tax returns is in April in the States. hunting season electric chair incapacity jovial event lawsuit



2



The landlady came to collect the rent. chauffeur electric company gas company flamenco dancer repairman



3



Package and parcel are the same thing. Basket Vegetables Swimming pool Stop signs Halfway



4



The mailman delivers your letters. writer accountant director flying stork chain letter



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. recorded financial overseas regular convenient tiresome



2



registered economic foreign normal suitable tedious



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. regular attractive profitable risky hot express



unusual uninteresting losing money safe cold slow



Phonetics Exercise [1 phoneme(s)]







financial plan transfer satisfied stamps bathroom Avenue package
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'To be interested in'



2



'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to ascend



to go up



to reject



to turn down



to leave the ground



to take off



to devour



to eat up



to discover



to find out



to dine in a restaurant



to eat out



to stop by



to drop in



The main postpositions



Fill-in-the-Blanks [2 exercises] 1



I'll get the work done but you must pay the rent. You arrive at the post office and walk up to the counter. Sorry, but I can't give you the package. You must show an identification card first. Construction of the passive Modal auxiliaries



2



Transitive and intransitive verbs



'Must' - 'Have to'



Sorry , but I can't give you the package. Would you sign here, please . Anything else ? By the way, I've come to collect the rent. That's all I needed! Use of 'else'



Different meanings of 'all'
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Sentence Practice [1 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Would you like to take out a policy?



Are you interested in taking out a policy?



I need to get some financial advice.



I'm interested in getting some financial advice. I'm interested in some financial advice. I am interested in getting some financial advice. I am interested in some financial advice.



He wants to know about long-term investments.



He's interested in knowing about long-term investments. He's interested in long-term investments. He is interested in knowing about long-term investments. He is interested in long-term investments.



We are looking for a new car.



We're interested in a new car. We are interested in a new car.



'To be interested in'



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



My parents sent me a huge registered parcel. I had to go down to the post office. They asked me for some ID. I showed them my driver's license. I signed for it and got my package. Then I called my parents to thank them. 'Must' - 'Have to'



2



1 2 3 4 5



The main postpositions



The office is at 48 State Street. They live at 1616 19th St., Tacoma, WA 98402. That's on Grant St., Pittsburgh, PA 15219. Call me later at 222 2129. (412) 555 1234 is the number I have, but I can't get through there. Addresses and phone numbers The prepositions 'in' and 'at' The article and geographical names 'Last' - 'Later' - 'Latter'
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Word Order with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



In America you can obtain your driver's license In America you can obtain your driver's license at sixteen. The article and geographical names



at



sixteen.



The impersonal structure



2



stamp collecting is a worldwide hobby. stamp collecting is a worldwide hobby.



3



Express delivery gets a Express delivery gets a letter



letter to its to its destination



destination the the next day.



next



day.



'Next' - 'The next'



4



The hot water heater broke and I The hot water heater broke and I couldn't



couldn't take take a shower



a



shower.



Modal auxiliaries



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You go home. Your landlady tells you the mailman came with a registered package for you. What do you ask her? Did you take the package from him? Do you have it? What do I have to do? Yes, I have a passport. Yes, they were at the beginning of the year. Liability. Special delivery. I need time to think about it first.



2



No, I didn't. No, I don't.



2 2



OK.



You have to go and pick it up at the post office. Where is the post office? What are its hours? I want to make a cash transfer. To go shopping. Flood insurance. France. Not at all.
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123 Kensington Avenue. From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.



13 3
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3



You arrive at the post office and walk up to a counter. What do you say to the clerk? I'm here to pick up a parcel. I've received a registered package. You've got something for me. Regular delivery. I want to talk to my lawyer. I want to close my account. Yes, maybe. Yes, I have a driver's license.



4



4 4



That means trouble! I will send you some brochures.



What's your name? Here's my ID. Here's my driver's license. My name is Jones. I'd like to buy some stamps. My wife. I need to call overseas.



7 7



There's a phone booth opposite the post office.



Collector's stamps. $100,000.



5



Where do you live? 34 Park Lane. 103 Madison Avenue. 57th Street. You really can't give me my package? My wife. That's all I needed! Collector's stamps. Do you have it?



6



6 6 Those are the regulations.



No, I don't.



Do you have any ID? Yes, I have a passport. Yes, I have a driver's license. No, I don't have any with me. Change the tiling in the bathroom. I'm going to leave the area. I want to call collect. Ford. Can I pay in two weeks?
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7 7 Sorry, but I can't give you the package.



All right then! But that's my last deadline!
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7



Thank you. Would you sign here, please? Anything else? I'd like to buy some stamps. I'd like to send some letters. I've got a package to send. I need to call overseas.



11 9 There's a phone booth opposite the post office.



You certainly are curious! Multiple-risk home insurance. Yes, but they're risky. I don't agree with the rent increase! A very low amount.



8



Could you come back later? Yes, I could. No, I won't be able to. You really can't give me my package? That's all I needed! You certainly are curious! Special delivery. I'm having financial problems. $1 million.



9



What destination? France. Canada. United States. No, but do you have anything else? Yes, a revolving credit plan. My children. Did you take the package from him? To go shopping.



10



I'm sorry. Those are the regulations.



12 12



No, I didn't.



How are you going to pay? With my credit card. Cash. I want to call collect. Burglary. What do I need? It's very low. All right then! Honda.
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The account number.
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11



Do you want regular stamps or collector's stamps? Collector's stamps. Regular stamps. A very low amount. I want to close my account. Yes, but they're risky. I've received a registered package. Can I pay in two weeks?



12



All right then! But that's my last deadline!



How do you want to send your letters? Special delivery. Express delivery. Regular delivery. Yes, but they're risky. Did you take the package from him? It's very low. I need to call overseas.



No, I didn't. There's a phone booth opposite the post office.



To go shopping.



13



By the way, I have come to collect the rent. You're joking! That's all I needed! I need time to think about it first. I've got a package to send. My wife. My name is Jones. What do I have to do?



14



14 14 OK.



Yes, it's true! Have you got anything to complain about? There are a few things in the house that need to be done! I don't agree with the rent increase! Can I pay in two weeks? I want to close my account. Regular account with consumer loan. Yes, I have a passport. United States. I'd like to send some letters.
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15 17 All right! But that's my last deadline!
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Such as? 16 16



Change the hot water heater. Change the tiling in the bathroom. Change the bedroom wallpaper. I'm going to leave the area. Yes, I have a passport. Life insurance. I need to look at my accounts with you. Honda.



16



All right then! I'll get the work done, but you must pay the rent! All right, all right! Can I pay in two weeks? It's a little expensive. Express delivery. Special delivery. No, but do you have anything else? I'm not satisfied with this bank.



17



All right then! But that's my last deadline! Yes, it is, but you're covered in full.



It's perfectly legal! I want to talk to my lawyer. Can I pay in two weeks? All right then! Here's my driver's license. I've got a package to send. My wife. Yes, I have a passport. 103 Madison Avenue.



That means trouble! Okay! But that's my last deadline!



Mystery Phrase [7 exercises] 1



A long table or surface. counter



2



Person who delivers letters and packages. mailman



3



Decorative covering for walls. wallpaper
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4



Time limit. deadline



5



Woman who manages an apartment building. landlady



6



In a foreign country, on another continent. overseas



7



A permit. license



An Emergency (19 activity (ies) 02:20:17) Keywords [21 word(s)] accident ambulance to bleed (v.) broken cut disinfectant dizzy spell emergency to faint (v.) to heal (v.) hospital to hurt (v.) injection injured operation pain reliever to rest (v.) to sprain (v.) stitch surgeon wound



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting in an outdoor café, when you suddenly hear: "Help!" 3 6 2



What's wrong? What's going on? Is there a problem?
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2



I've cut my finger! It looks bad. Oh, that's a deep one! Let me see.



3



I don't know. I think so. Yes, a pedestrian is slightly injured.



9 9 9



Oh, how careless of me! Oh, yes. That must be it. Yes, that's probably it.



8 8 8



Is anyone hurt? They should do something about it!



7 7 7



A car went off the road! Oh, no! Not again! That curve is really too dangerous. Is anyone badly hurt?



7



6 6 4



I don't even know how I did it! It must have been with your pocketknife. Probably on this broken glass! This table edge is awfully sharp.



6



Here, use our phone.



Yes, the driver's hurt. How did it happen? Badly? Is anyone else hurt?



5



5 5 5



There's been an accident! Call an ambulance, quick! We need to call for help. A car accident? Is anyone hurt?



4



Oh, no! Don't frighten me!



The driver is injured. Not too seriously, I hope. Is he bleeding? Where is he hurt?
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9 11 10



Yes, he is.
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Do you think I'll need stitches? Yes, I think so. Probably, but don't worry. Maybe not.



9



Is help on the way? Yes, we've called for help. The ambulance is on its way. Yes, the paramedics will be right here.



10



12 12 12



Oh, I hope so!



It's his neck. That could be serious. Make sure he doesn't move. Get him a blanket quickly.



11



Oh, no! I hope I don't have to go the hospital!



Yes, I'm afraid so.



12 13 12



Badly? 12 12 12



Yes, he'll probably need stitches. No, it's not too serious. I'm not really sure.



12



Paramedics! Where's the victim? Over here, sir. Here he is. Right here. Should I call his family?



13



13 14 13



Yes, do that right away.



Was anyone else in the car? 14 14 14



No, just him. His sister, but she's O.K. I think he was alone.
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14



We're taking him to the hospital. Which one? Will he be all right? Just for observation, I hope.



15



County Hospital. It's the nearest one. Yes, don't worry. Yes, that's right.



Do you think he'll be all right? Of course, he will! Yes, it's not too serious. He's had a severe shock, you know!



Yes, I suppose it'll take him a few days to recover.



Word Pronunciation [21 word(s)] accident ambulance to bleed broken cut disinfectant dizzy spell emergency to faint to heal hospital to hurt injection injured operation pain reliever to rest to sprain stitch surgeon wound



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] What's wrong? What's going on? Is there a problem? It looks bad. Oh, that's a deep one! Let me see. Call an ambulance, quick! We need to call for help. A car accident? Is anyone hurt? How did it happen? Badly? Is anyone else hurt?
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15 15



It must have been with your pocketknife. Probably on this broken glass! This table edge is awfully sharp. Oh, no! Not again! That curve is really too dangerous. Is anyone badly hurt? Not too seriously, I hope. Is he bleeding? Where is he hurt? Yes, I think so. Probably, but don't worry. Maybe not. Yes, we've called for help. The ambulance is on its way. Yes, the paramedics will be right here. That could be serious. Make sure he doesn't move. Get him a blanket quickly. Yes, he'll probably need stitches. No, it's not too serious. I'm not really sure. Over here, sir. Here he is. Right here. Should I call his family? No, just him. His sister, but she's O.K. I think he was alone. Which one? Will he be all right? Just for observation, I hope. Of course, he will! Yes, it's not too serious. He's had a severe shock, you know!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 an ambulance a fire engine a police motorbike a dump truck a bulldozer a bus



2 hurt relaxed healthy prepared tired bored
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3 a hospital bed a hotel room a library a police station a kitchen an office



4 a pocketknife a fork a spoon a cup a glass a plate



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting in an outdoor café, when you suddenly hear: "Help!" 3 6 2



What's wrong? What's going on? Is there a problem?



2



I've cut my finger! It looks bad. Oh, that's a deep one! Let me see.



3



Oh, no! Don't frighten me!



5 5 5



There's been an accident! Call an ambulance, quick! We need to call for help. A car accident? Is anyone hurt?
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6 6 4



Here, use our phone.
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4



Yes, the driver's hurt. How did it happen? Badly? Is anyone else hurt?



5



Is anyone hurt? They should do something about it!



7 7 7



9 11 10



Yes, he is.



Do you think I'll need stitches? Yes, I think so. Probably, but don't worry. Maybe not.



9



8 8 8



The driver is injured. Not too seriously, I hope. Is he bleeding? Where is he hurt?



8



Oh, how careless of me! Oh, yes. That must be it. Yes, that's probably it.



A car went off the road! Oh, no! Not again! That curve is really too dangerous. Is anyone badly hurt?



7



9 9 9



I don't even know how I did it! It must have been with your pocketknife. Probably on this broken glass! This table edge is awfully sharp.



6



I don't know. I think so. Yes, a pedestrian is slightly injured.



Oh, no! I hope I don't have to go the hospital!



Is help on the way? Yes, we've called for help. The ambulance is on its way. Yes, the paramedics will be right here.
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12 12 12



Oh, I hope so!
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10



It's his neck. That could be serious. Make sure he doesn't move. Get him a blanket quickly.



11



Yes, I'm afraid so.



12 13 12



Badly? Yes, he'll probably need stitches. No, it's not too serious. I'm not really sure.



12



Paramedics! Where's the victim? Over here, sir. Here he is. Right here. Should I call his family?



13



12 12 12



13 14 13



Yes, do that right away.



Was anyone else in the car? No, just him. His sister, but she's O.K. I think he was alone.



14



We're taking him to the hospital. Which one? Will he be all right? Just for observation, I hope.



15



14 14 14



County Hospital. It's the nearest one. Yes, don't worry. Yes, that's right.



Do you think he'll be all right? Of course, he will! Yes, it's not too serious. He's had a severe shock, you know!
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Yes, I suppose it'll take him a few days to recover.
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15 15



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



To disinfect a cut means to clean it. rub mud in dirty suck on bandage



2



A stitch in time saves nine! like father like son bird in the hand look before you leap plenty more fish in the sea swings and slides



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. sharp slight dangerous sick complete outdoor



blunt serious safe healthy partial indoor



Phonetics Exercise [4 phoneme(s)]



Q



sharp should crash shock







hurt worse first heard person



dZ



i



dangerous just



bleeding need magazines sightseeing



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Construction of the present perfect continuous
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2



Use of the present perfect continuous



3



Irregular comparatives



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to call)



I have been calling



he (to take)



he has been taking he's been taking



they (to hurt)



they have been hurting they've been hurting



it (to grow)



it has been growing it's been growing



we (to rest)



we have been resting we've been resting



she (to bleed)



she has been bleeding she's been bleeding



John (to wait)



John has been waiting John's been waiting



Construction of the present perfect continuous
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Auxiliaries
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2



Modify to express comparative superiority. Example: good



better



bad



worse



large



larger



much



more



loose



looser



tight



tighter



sensitive



more sensitive



Irregular comparatives



Regular comparatives



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



Someone's fainted . Call an ambulance , quick! Here, use our phone . There's been an accident . The curve is really too dangerous . Use of the past participle as an adjective



2



But your leg is bleeding ! Can you tell us where you are hurt ? My neck hurts badly. Don't move it. You'll probably need stitches .



3



We're taking him to the hospital to have a complete checkup . Do you think he'll be all right ? He's had a severe shock , you know! Of course , he will! Yes, I suppose it'll take a few days to get over it. Verbs without a continuous form
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4



I've cut my finger ! I don't even know how I did it! Was it with your pocket knife ? Were you trying to open a tin ? Did you fall on something sharp? Irregular verbs Past interrogatives 'To be' and 'to have': preterite Questions without interrogative words Construction of the preterite



5



Oh dear, what's happened to Jim? He must have slipped on that banana. Yeah, look at that bump on his head . He must be in great pain ! A stitch in time saves nine. Someone should tell Jim to slow down. Use of the past participle as an adjective Strong probability using 'must' Near certainty in the past Modal auxiliaries 'Should' and 'ought to': advice



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do they charge tax? (since 1996)



They've been charging tax since 1996.



Do you take antibiotics? (since I got a cold)



I've been taking antibiotics since I got a cold.



Does it hurt a lot? (for three days)



It has been hurting a lot for three days. It has been hurting for three days. It's been hurting a lot for three days. It's been hurting for three days.



Do they wait long? (for five minutes)



They've been waiting for five minutes.



Use of the present perfect continuous
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Auxiliaries



Different meanings of 'since'
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do they charge tax? (not since 1996) Does it bleed a lot? (not since the operation)



It hasn't been bleeding since the operation.



Does your tooth still ache? (not since I took the pain reliever)



My tooth hasn't been aching since I took the pain reliever.



Does he still play football? (not since the accident)



He hasn't been playing football since the accident.



Use of the present perfect continuous



3



They haven't been charging tax since 1996.



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Keith said 'You can go to the dentist at lunchtime'.



Keith said I could go to the dentist at lunchtime.



The doctor said 'The mentally ill can receive treatment there'.



The doctor said the mentally ill could receive treatment there. The doctor said that the mentally ill could receive treatment there.



He warned 'Stitches can be ugly'.



He warned stitches could be ugly. He warned that stitches could be ugly.



They promised 'We can finish the operation in an hour'.



They promised they could finish the operation in an hour. They promised that they could finish the operation in an hour.



The sequence of tenses



4



Different meanings of 'since'



Modal auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'My throat hurts', complained the patient.



The patient complained that his throat hurt.



'It could be serious', warned the paramedic.



The paramedic warned that it could be serious.



'You definitely have tonsillitis', he determined.



He determined that I definitely had tonsillitis.



'She needs a shot', the paramedic shouted.



The paramedic shouted that she needed a shot.



'That' and dependent clauses
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Dictation [5 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I've cut my finger! I don't even know how I did it! It must have been with your pocketknife. This table edge is awfully sharp. Yes, that's probably it. The place of 'even' Modal auxiliaries



Strong probability using 'must'



2



1 2 3 4



What's wrong? Is there a problem? I've cut my finger! Is it a bad cut? I hope not. I don't want to have to go to the hospital.



3



1 2 3 4



Call an ambulance, quick! Someone's fainted! How did it happen? I don't know. Maybe she's pregnant. Here, use our phone.



Near certainty in the past



Past interrogatives



4



1 2 3 4 5 6



Why are you holding your arm? Because it hurts badly. It doesn't look too serious. You'll probably only need stitches. Did anyone see the accident? I only heard it. There was a really loud crash! Verbs expressing impressions and feelings



5



1 2 3 4



We'll take you to the hospital. Don't worry, you'll be all right. You'll feel much better after a checkup and a good night's sleep. It was quite a severe shock you had, you know! Reinforcing the comparative



Irregular comparatives



Word Order with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



oh my God, there's been a oh my God, there's been a terrible



2



fortunately, fortunately,



terrible accident!



accident!



no one has been badly injured. no one has been badly injured
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3



how on earth did you manage to cut your how on earth did you manage to cut your finger?



4



we'll go we'll go to



5



I've called the doctor and he said I've called the doctor and he said he'll be



to the drugstore and get some the drugstore and get some disinfectant



he'll be right here



finger?



disinfectant



right



here.



'Here' - 'There'



6



it's not serious, you'll it's not serious, you'll only



7



you'll need you'll need a



8



a couple a couple of



only need need a couple



a couple of stitches



of



a complete checkup because of the complete checkup because of the accident.



of aspirins and you'll feel a lot aspirins and you'll feel a lot better



stitches



accident.



better



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting in an outdoor café, when you suddenly hear: "Help!" What's wrong? What's going on? Is there a problem? That was fast! Can I get an appointment quickly? Great! I'll go there immediately. I'm not really sure. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you.



2



3 6 2 Today's your lucky day! Not before late afternoon.



I've cut my finger! It looks bad. Oh, that's a deep one! Let me see. A pile of magazines. I'm not really sure. I wanted to do some sightseeing! No, just him. Is it for antibiotics?
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Oh, no! Don't frighten me!



5 5 5



Watch TV instead! Yes, it is.
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3



There's been an accident! Call an ambulance, quick! We need to call for help. A car accident? Is anyone hurt? No, I'm on business. Is it for antibiotics? But it's cold in here! Will I need a shot? It hurts when you do that.



4



Yes, it is. Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever. No, you won't.



Yes, the driver's hurt. How did it happen? Badly? Is anyone else hurt? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? It hurts when you do that. Yes, I do. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. No, I'm on business.



5



6 6 4



Here, use our phone.



I don't know. I think so. Yes, a pedestrian is slightly injured. Of course not!



9 9 9



Oh, how careless of me! Oh, yes. That must be it. Yes, that's probably it. Yes, do.



8 8 8



I don't even know how I did it! It must have been with your pocketknife. Probably on this broken glass! This table edge is awfully sharp. Should I bring my things? Here he is. Which one? Make sure he doesn't move. Probably, but don't worry.
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County Hospital. It's the nearest one. I hope I don't have to go the hospital!
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A car went off the road! Oh, no! Not again! That curve is really too dangerous. Is anyone badly hurt? He's had a severe shock, you know! Get him a blanket quickly. Make sure he doesn't move. How convenient! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two!



7



7 7 7



Yes, I suppose it'll take him a few days to recover.



Well, don't this time!



The driver is injured. Not too seriously, I hope. Is he bleeding? Where is he hurt? Nothing that I can remember. Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! If you call this being on vacation! That was fast! Where can I get it filled?



8



Is anyone hurt? They should do something about it!



9 11 10



Yes, he is.



Today's your lucky day!



Do you think I'll need stitches? Yes, I think so. Probably, but don't worry. Maybe not. No, just him. Will it take me long to recover? Yes, I'm coming. Oh, that's a deep one! Of course, he will!
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Oh, no! I hope I don't have to go the hospital!



Just a few days. Don't frighten me!
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Is help on the way? Yes, we've called for help. The ambulance is on its way. Yes, the paramedics will be right here. Doctor knows best! Is anyone badly hurt? Which one? What's wrong? Here he is.



10



Oh, I hope so!



County Hospital. It's the nearest one.



It's his neck. That could be serious. Make sure he doesn't move. Get him a blanket quickly. No, just him. It tickles a bit. That was fast! It must have been with your pocketknife. Should I bring my things?



11



12 12 12



Yes, I'm afraid so.



12 13 12



Just a minor irritation. Today's your lucky day! Oh, how careless of me! Yes, do.



Badly? Yes, he'll probably need stitches. No, it's not too serious. I'm not really sure. Is anyone badly hurt? Oh, no! Not again! But it's cold in here!



12 12 12 Is anyone hurt? Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever.



Yes, I do. What's going on?



12



Paramedics! Where's the victim? Over here, sir. Here he is. Right here. Should I call his family? Will I need a shot? Yes, the paramedics will be right here. Yes, of course. Great! I'll go there immediately. Is it for tablets?
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13 14 13



Yes, do that right away. No, you won't. Oh, I hope so!



Yes, it is.
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Was anyone else in the car? No, just him. His sister, but she's O.K. I think he was alone. Not too seriously, I hope. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you. Make sure he doesn't move. Is anyone badly hurt? But I can't rest. I'm on vacation!



14



Too bad!



We're taking him to the hospital. Which one? Will he be all right? Just for observation, I hope. Where can I get it filled? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Great! I'll go there immediately. Let me see. Probably, but don't worry.



15



14 14 14



County Hospital. It's the nearest one. Yes, don't worry. Yes, that's right. Of course not!



I hope I don't have to go the hospital!



Do you think he'll be all right? Of course, he will! Yes, it's not too serious. He's had a severe shock, you know! Probably on this broken glass! If you call this being on vacation! Not too seriously, I hope. Great! I'll go there immediately. Yes, I'm coming.



Yes, I suppose it'll take him a few days to recover. Oh, yes. That must be it.



Mystery Phrase [8 exercises] 1



Car for carrying sick people. ambulance



2



Building where doctors and nurses work. hospital



3



To destroy germs in a cut or wound by cleaning. disinfect
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4



Heavy cloth used as a bed covering. blanket



5



A loop of thread around a wound to keep it closed. stitch



6



An instrument for cutting. knife



7



To be painful. hurt



8



To be calm, at ease. relaxed



Video and Questions [1 exercises] In your opinion, where are these people going? To a masked ball? No, they're going to work in a hospital. No one likes to go there, but sometimes it's necessary, if you want medical treatment. Fortunately the nurses are kind and the doctors win your trust. Sometimes, treatment can be given on the scene of the accident. This boy will wear a bandage to protect his knee. He might have to go to the radiologist or he could simply consult Superman, the man with X-ray vision! This man has to wear a knee brace to play tennis. A bandage supports the joint to help it heal. If the pain continues, consult a doctor who'll give you a prescription or perhaps an injection to ease the pain straightaway. Cross your fingers that the syringe won't be as big as this one! In winter, we often catch colds and have headaches. After having taken your temperature the general practitioner prescribes you pills or syrups. From time to time, you must have a medical checkup: have your blood pressure taken... have a blood test... And check the general state of your health. If you smoke a lot or if you drink too much, do some exercise to stay in shape! Whether you've got a toothache or not, don't forget to go to the dentist! He'll give you a filling if you've got a cavity. Is everything blurred? Go to the eye specialist! And if you need corrective lenses, choose a pair of glasses at the optician's. Since its beginnings, medicine has made lots of progress. Today there are still certain traditional methods of treatment. Like acupuncture... or the virtues of medicinal plants. But there are situations where you have to act quickly and resort to modern techniques. For instance, a car accident can turn out to be serious and the emergency services have to be called out. The ambulance workers bring help and give first aid. They use flashing lights and sirens to get across town very quickly. Once at the emergency unit, everything is a question of time. The injured person must be taken inside quickly so that the doctors can make a diagnosis, before intervening. If they decide to operate, the patient must be anesthetized and the doctor must have his hands carefully washed to get rid of all bacteria. Above all, the operating room must be sterilized to prevent any infections. After the operation, all the medical gloves are thrown away and the gowns are cleaned. The patient only has to wait, recuperate and above all try and eat the hospital food. The huge syringe is nothing compared to this last torture! Rest assured, everything's fine . . . Don't forget to thank your friends for the flowers and the fruit they've brought... During a stay in hospital, your family is always with you. What joy to go home when you're better! All the more since the lady of the house is an excellent cook!
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1



What is the subject of this video? Health Hospital food The theater Injuries



2



What problem did the first two patients share? They both had injuries. They both had colds. They both played tennis. They both need an injection.



3



Who do we see at the start of the video? Doctors Firemen Patients Bakers



4



If doctors decide to operate, what is essential? Hygiene Good music Fruit Bacteria



5



Which of the following statements is true? In winter, we often have colds and headaches. In winter, we often go to the beach. In winter, we always wear a knee brace. In winter, we do a lot of sunbathing.



6



What does the video suggest about hospital food? It is not very good. It is excellent. It must be fumigated. It is tasteful and varied.



7



What cannot help in a car accident? Traditional medicine An ambulance The emergency services Paramedics
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8



What are medical gloves and gowns? Items of medical clothing Fashionable clothing Hospital food Forms of bacteria



9



What is meant by 'to stay in shape'? Stay healthy Stay awake Stay at home Stay wealthy



10



What happens to medical gloves after an operation? They are not used again. They go to heaven. They are cleaned. They are used again.



At the Doctor's (18 activity (ies) 02:07:44) Keywords [22 word(s)] antibiotic appendicitis appointment aspirin to cough (v.) cramp to cure (v.) disease doctor drugstore to examine (v.) fever to get sick illness infection medicine nurse pregnant prescription symptom tablet virus 
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are not feeling well, and decide to go and see a doctor. Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see?



2



Not before late afternoon. Yes, our family doctor. A general practitioner.



2 2 2



You are now in the waiting room. What do you see? A pile of magazines. Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you.



3



The doctor will see you now. Could you come this way, please? Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things?



4



3 3 3



4 4 4



Today's your lucky day! Yes, do.



So, what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for two days.



Yes, your eyes are red and you have a fever.



6 5



I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough.



5



Let me take a look at your throat. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red.



6



5



8 6 8



Just a minor irritation. Yes, it is.



Can you take off your shirt, please? Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here!
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7 7 7



7



Are you on vacation here? 9 9 9



Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation!



8



Well, it looks like you have tonsillitis. What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover?



9



A bad throat infection.



12 12 12



Just a few days.



Do you have stomach cramps? Yes, very painful ones.



It's probably just indigestion... These tablets should help you.



10 10



Yes, I do. No, not really.



10



Did you eat anything unusual? 11 11 11



I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember.



11



It's probably food poisoning. Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous?



12



12



No, you won't. Of course not! Not if you take this, and drink a lot of water.



12 12 12



Yes, it is. Yes, it is.



13 13 13



Here's your prescription. Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled?
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13



There's a pharmacy on your left just as you go out. 14 14 14



Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient!



14



Make sure you take all your pills. Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills!



15



Well, don't this time! It's the only way to get better!



And don't forget to rest for at least three days. But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



Too bad! Watch TV instead!



Word Pronunciation [22 word(s)] antibiotic appendicitis appointment aspirin to cough cramp to cure disease doctor drugstore to examine fever to get sick illness infection medicine nurse pregnant prescription symptom tablet virus



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see? A pile of magazines.
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15 15 15



Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you. Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things? I haven't been feeling well for two days. I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red. Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here! Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation! What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover? Yes, very painful ones. Yes, I do. No, not really. I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember. Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous? Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled? Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient! Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills! But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 a waiting room a hospital ward a canteen a prison cell a meeting point an operating room
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2 a tablet an ointment a massage a shot a lotion a syrup



3 an X-ray a cardiogram a stomach pump a filling a blood test an injection



4 a doctor an accountant a lawyer a patient a civil servant an architect



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are not feeling well, and decide to go and see a doctor. Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see?



2



Not before late afternoon. Yes, our family doctor. A general practitioner.



2 2 2



You are now in the waiting room. What do you see? 3 3 3



A pile of magazines. Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you.
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3



The doctor will see you now. Could you come this way, please? Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things?



4



4 4 4



Today's your lucky day! Yes, do.



So, what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for two days.



Yes, your eyes are red and you have a fever.



6 5



I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough.



5



Let me take a look at your throat. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red.



6



8 6 8



Just a minor irritation. Yes, it is.



Can you take off your shirt, please? Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here!



7



Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever.



7 7 7



Are you on vacation here? 9 9 9



Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation!



8



5



Well, it looks like you have tonsillitis. What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover?
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A bad throat infection.



12 12 12



Just a few days.
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9



Do you have stomach cramps? Yes, very painful ones.



It's probably just indigestion... These tablets should help you.



10 10



Yes, I do. No, not really.



10



Did you eat anything unusual? 11 11 11



I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember.



11



It's probably food poisoning. Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous?



12



No, you won't. Of course not! Not if you take this, and drink a lot of water.



12 12 12



Yes, it is. Yes, it is.



13 13 13



Here's your prescription. Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled?



13



There's a pharmacy on your left just as you go out. 14 14 14



Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient!



14



12



Make sure you take all your pills. Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills!
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Well, don't this time! It's the only way to get better!
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15 15 15



15



And don't forget to rest for at least three days. Too bad! Watch TV instead!



But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Cornflakes are very difficult to eat when you have tonsillitis. Ice cream Sherbets Hot chocolate Vegetable soups Mashed potatoes



2



Food poisoning is caused by eating bad food. Broken ribs Cut fingers Hemorrhage Sprained ankles Famine Use of the passive



3



A dentist looks after your teeth. veterinarian home nurse toothbrush hospital orderly surgeon



4



School yards don't have waiting rooms. Doctor's offices Dentists Airports



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. cut help doctor checkup pile ache shock



wound assistance physician examination stack pain trauma



Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)]



f



pocketknife family cough painful



w



quick where waiting always
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k



uw



doctor pocketknife smoking tickles cheesecake



too move two do usually



N



wrong trying something coming long



g



going again get forget great







bad ambulance antibiotics



l



problem really help pile pills already



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The sequence of tenses
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2



'That' and dependent clauses
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3



'Kind of' followed by a noun



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to not buy)



I haven't been buying



you (to not heal)



you haven't been healing you have not been healing you've not been healing



they (to not feel)



they have not been feeling they haven't been feeling they've not been feeling



we (to not see)



we haven't been seeing we have not been seeing we've not been seeing



Sally (to not cough)



Sally hasn't been coughing Sally has not been coughing Sally's not been coughing



it (to not charge)



it hasn't been charging it has not been charging it's not been charging



she (to not tickle)



she hasn't been tickling she has not been tickling she's not been tickling



Construction of the present perfect continuous Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions
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2



Modify to express comparative superiority. Example: good



better



small



smaller



light



lighter



red



more red redder



blue



more blue bluer



close



closer



convenient



more convenient



Regular comparatives



Fill-in-the-Blanks [6 exercises] 1



So? What can I do for you? I have a bad cough . I'll have a look at your throat . It tickles ! Keep your mouth open!



2



Can you take off your shirt, please? But it's cold in here! No, it's quite warm ! You must have a fever . Are you on vacation here? Yes! And I'm always sick on vacation! The main postpositions



3



Have you eaten anything unusual ? I did eat some funny tasting cheesecake. It's probably food poisoning . It's not dangerous if you take this, and drink a lot of water. Irregular verbs



Adjectives ending in -ing
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4



The doctor will see you now. I haven't been feeling well . Yes, your eyes are red . I'll take a look at your throat. Keep your mouth open ! You have tonsillitis .



5



Here's your prescription . Are they tablets ? I'd rather have syrup . There's a pharmacist on your left as you go out. I hate taking pills ! It's the only way to get better !



6



Make sure you take all your pills! Yes, I usually forget them after a day or two! And don't forget to rest for at least three days. Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already . You're welcome. The affirmative imperative



Adverbs of time



'At last' - 'At least'



Reinforcing the comparative



Sentence Practice [8 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do they charge a sales tax? (since 1996)



They've been charging a sales tax since 1996.



Do they visit the same doctor? (for about ten years)



They've been visiting the same doctor for about ten years. They have been visiting the same doctor for about ten years.



Does she recommend vitamin C (since the new findings)



She has been recommending vitamin C since the new findings. She's been recommending vitamin C since the new findings.



Do you take aspirin? (since I got a fever)



I've been taking aspirin since I got a fever. I have been taking aspirin since I got a fever.



Use of the present perfect continuous
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Different meanings of 'since'
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Keith said 'My tooth hurts'. They said 'The cold season begins in October'.



They said the cold season began in October. They said the cold season begins in October. They said that the cold season began in October. They said that the cold season begins in October.



Tim said 'The operation is painful'.



Tim said the operation was painful. Tim said that the operation was painful.



The nurse said, 'Your throat is swollen'.



The nurse said my throat was swollen. The nurse said that my throat was swollen. The nurse said your throat was swollen. The nurse said that your throat was swollen.



The sequence of tenses



3



Keith said his tooth hurt.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Keith said 'I will eat less ice cream'.



Keith said he would eat less ice cream.



I said 'This infection will spread'.



I said this infection would spread. I said that this infection would spread.



We said 'This massage will tickle'.



We said that this massage would tickle. We said this massage would tickle.



She said 'The acupuncture will cure me'.



She said the acupuncture would cure her. She said that the acupuncture would cure her.



The sequence of tenses
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'My throat hurts', said the patient. 'Take two tablets before meals' ordered the doctor.



The doctor ordered that I take two tablets before meals. The doctor ordered me to take two tablets before meals.



I reminded him, 'Your illness is contagious'.



I reminded him that his illness was contagious. I reminded him his illness was contagious.



'The X-rays aren't dangerous', the nurse insisted.



The nurse insisted that the X-rays weren't dangerous. The nurse insisted the X-rays weren't dangerous.



'That' and dependent clauses



5



The patient said that his throat hurt.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'My throat hurts', complained the patient.



The patient complained that his throat hurt.



'You can fill prescriptions at the pharmacy', said Mom.



Mom said that you could fill prescriptions at the pharmacy. Mom said that you can fill prescriptions at the pharmacy.



'Drugstores can do it too', said Dad.



Dad said that drugstores could do it too. Dad said that drugstores can do it too.



'A drugstore is the same thing as a pharmacy', said my sister.



My sister said that a drugstore was the same thing as a pharmacy. My sister said a drugstore was the same thing as a pharmacy.



'That' and dependent clauses
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6



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: It's an infectious disease.



What kind of disease is it?



That's the maternity ward.



What kind of ward is that? What kind of a ward is that?



He's a heart surgeon.



What kind of surgeon is he? What kind of a surgeon is he?



She's a specialist in tropical diseases.



What kind of specialist is she? What kind of a specialist is she?



'Kind of' followed by a noun



7



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: It's an infectious disease. These are antibiotics for your cold.



What kind of antibiotics are these?



They have the Ebola virus.



What kind of virus do they have?



This is a pill for your indigestion.



What kind of pill is this?



'Kind of' followed by a noun



8



What kind of disease is it?



Demonstratives



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: It's an infectious disease.



What kind of disease is it?



These are raw oysters.



What kind of oysters are these?



She received a severe shock.



What kind of shock did she receive? What kind of a shock did she receive?



He should see a mouth and throat specialist.



What kind of a specialist should he see? What kind of specialist should he see?



'Kind of' followed by a noun
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Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



So what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for a couple of days. Your eyes are red and you have a fever. I know and I've got a horrible stomach ache and a bad cough. You have tonsillitis. Just rest for three days and you'll be fine. I'm already feeling much better. Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions Irregular comparatives



'For how long' - 'Since when'



Adverbs of time



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



I fainted because I was not feeling very I fainted because I was not feeling very well.



well.



Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions



2



I need I need to



3



I haven't been feeling like myself for a I haven't been feeling like myself for a few days



to make an appointment with a general make an appointment with a general practitioner



few



days.



The negative form Use of the present perfect continuous Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions



4



you seem to you seem to have



5



can you remember eating anything can you remember eating anything funny



have all the usual all the usual symptoms



Direct and indirect questions



symptoms of tonsillitis



of



Auxiliaries



tonsillitis



funny tasting? tasting?



'To remember' - 'To remind'



6



this is this is a



7



Just rest in bed for a few days and Just rest in bed for a few days and you'll be fine



a prescription for a week's supply of prescription for a week's supply of antibiotics
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practitioner



antibiotics



you'll



be



fine.
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are not feeling well, and decide to go and see a doctor. Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see? I think he was alone. Great! I'll go there immediately. Yes, I think so. Yes, I do. Is he bleeding?



2



2 2 2



Oh, no! Yes, he is.



You are now in the waiting room. What do you see? A pile of magazines. Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you. Is anyone else hurt? I was afraid of that. Doctor knows best! Over here, sir. Is it for tablets?



3



Not before late afternoon. Yes, our family doctor. A general practitioner.



3 3 3 Yes, a pedestrian is slightly injured.



Yes, it is.



The doctor will see you now. Could you come this way, please? Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things? That curve is really too dangerous. I was afraid of that. Great! I'll go there immediately. What's wrong? Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!
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Today's your lucky day! Yes, do. They should do something about it!
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4 4 4



4



So, what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for two days. I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough. How convenient! It looks bad. I had a dozen oysters yesterday. What's going on? Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



5



6 5 Oh, no!



8 6 8



Just a minor irritation. Yes, it is. Yes, our family doctor. Yes, don't worry. I don't know.



Can you take off your shirt, please? Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here! That could be serious. No, just him. I think he was alone. This table edge is awfully sharp. Yes, he'll probably need stitches.



7



5



Let me take a look at your throat. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red. Do you know a good doctor? Yes, it's not too serious. Will he be all right? How did it happen? No, not really.



6



Yes, your eyes are red and you have a fever.



Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever. Yes, I'm afraid so.



7 7 7



Yes, that's probably it.



Are you on vacation here? Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already! Call an ambulance, quick! Is that dangerous? Of course, he will! That could be serious.
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Not if you take this, and drink a lot of water. Yes, I'm afraid so.
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8



Well, it looks like you have tonsillitis. What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover? Maybe not. Just for observation, I hope. It looks bad. I have a bad cough. Yes, we've called for help.



9



Yes, I do. No, not really. Will he be all right? But it's cold in here! Yes, I saw it. Call an ambulance, quick! Is it for tablets?



Just a few days. Yes, that's right. Oh, no!



It's probably just indigestion... These tablets should help you.



12 10 10



Yes, don't worry. Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever.



Yes, it is.



Did you eat anything unusual? I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember. It hurts when you do that. How did it happen? What's going on? Can I get an appointment quickly? Great! I'll go there immediately.



11



12 12 12



Do you have stomach cramps? Yes, very painful ones.



10



A bad throat infection.



11 11 11 I don't know. Not before late afternoon.



It's probably food poisoning. Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous? Yes, we've called for help. Just for observation, I hope. It looks bad. This table edge is awfully sharp. I think he was alone.
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No, you won't. Of course not! Not if you take this, and drink a lot of water. Yes, that's right. Oh, no! Yes, that's probably it.
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12 12 12



12



Here's your prescription. Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled? We need to call for help. Yes, we've called for help. Yes, the paramedics will be right here. I was afraid of that. What's going on?



13



Here, use our phone. Oh, I hope so!



14 14 14 A general practitioner. Yes, that's right. Today's your lucky day!



Make sure you take all your pills. Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills! No, not really. Yes, I'm coming. Lots of people waiting. It tickles a bit. Is anyone else hurt?



15



13 13 13



There's a pharmacy on your left just as you go out. Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient! What kind of doctor should I see? Is there a problem? Just for observation, I hope. That was fast! Over here, sir.



14



Yes, it is. Yes, it is.



Well, don't this time! It's the only way to get better!



Just a minor irritation. Yes, a pedestrian is slightly injured.



And don't forget to rest for at least three days. But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already! Yes, we've called for help. Maybe not. What's going on? A car accident? Is anyone hurt? Where can I get it filled?
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Mystery Phrase [13 exercises] 1



A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever



2



To touch so as to provoke laughter. tickle



3



Front inner part of the neck. throat



4



A medicine to be swallowed. pill



5



A liquid medicine to be swallowed. syrup



6



A list of medicines given by a doctor. prescription



7



Visiting famous monuments. sightseeing



8



Place where you take a prescription to be filled. pharmacy



9



Caused by eating bad food. food poisoning



10



Twelve. dozen



11



Food poisoning gives you this. stomach ache



12



To get better after an illness. recover



13



A family doctor. general practitioner



Customer Service (15 activity (ies) 01:35:05) Keywords [15 word(s)] credit customer defective immediately
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to pay for (v.) to place an order policy purchase refund to return (v.) satisfied to ship (v.) shipment to spend (v.) warehouse



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello, I'd like to speak to Customer Service. 2 2 2



This is Keith, how can I help you? Yes, this is Keith, what can I do for you? Keith speaking, what can I do for you?



2



My company placed an order with you last month, and we're not satisfied with your service. 3 3 3



Can I have your company's name, please? Tell me your company's name, please. What's the name of your company?



3



It's Athena Cell Phones. We ordered 400 desk lamps and only 200 of them work. Did you receive a copy of the invoice? O.K., did you get a copy of the invoice with the shipment? I see, did you receive a copy of the invoice with the shipment?



4



Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment. Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment. Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment.



4



The purchase order number is 439275C. The purchase order number is 439275C. The purchase order number is 439275C.



5



4 4



I have a copy of the invoice with me here. What's the purchase order number, please? Tell me the purchase order number, please. Let me have the P.O. number, please.
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5 5



5



What are you going to do about the problem? We can replace the defective lamps for free. O.K., we can replace the defective lamps for you. We'll replace the defective lamps free of charge.



6



Fine. Fine. Fine.



6 6 6



We'd also like to have a refund. Our exchange policy is 'no refunds.' We can give you credit, but no refund. The company policy is 'no refunds.'



7



7 7 7



But we spent over $7,000 on the lamps! The money you spent doesn't change our policy. It doesn't matter how much you paid for the order. I told you our policy already.



8



8 8 8



What do I do with the defective lamps, then? Send them back to our warehouse. Return them to our warehouse. Ship them back to our warehouse.



9



9 9 9



Will you pay for the shipping? 10 10 10



Yes, we'll pay for the shipping. Of course we'll pay for the shipping. Don't worry, we'll pay for it.



10



When will we receive the new lamps? 11



We'll send them out today and you'll receive them next week. I'll send them out immediately and you'll receive them next week. They will arrive in one week.
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11



Thanks for your help. Glad to be of service. No problem. Have a nice day.



Goodbye. Goodbye. Thanks, goodbye.



Word Pronunciation [15 word(s)] credit customer defective immediately to pay for to place an order policy purchase refund to return satisfied to ship shipment to spend warehouse



Sentence Pronunciation [33 sentence(s)] This is Keith, how can I help you? Yes, this is Keith, what can I do for you? Keith speaking, what can I do for you? Can I have your company's name, please? Tell me your company's name, please. What's the name of your company? Did you receive a copy of the invoice? O.K., did you get a copy of the invoice with the shipment? I see, did you receive a copy of the invoice with the shipment? What's the purchase order number, please? Tell me the purchase order number, please. Let me have the P.O. number, please. We can replace the defective lamps for free. O.K., we can replace the defective lamps for you. We'll replace the defective lamps free of charge. Our exchange policy is 'no refunds.' We can give you credit, but no refund. The company policy is 'no refunds.' The money you spent doesn't change our policy. It doesn't matter how much you paid for the order. I told you our policy already. Send them back to our warehouse. Return them to our warehouse. Ship them back to our warehouse. Yes, we'll pay for the shipping. Of course we'll pay for the shipping. Don't worry, we'll pay for it. We'll send them out today and you'll receive them next week.
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I'll send them out immediately and you'll receive them next week. They will arrive in one week. Glad to be of service. No problem. Have a nice day.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a desk lamp a shipment a 'no refunds' policy a warehouse an invoice



2 an invoice a shipment a desk lamp a warehouse a package



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello, I'd like to speak to Customer Service. 2 2 2



This is Keith, how can I help you? Yes, this is Keith, what can I do for you? Keith speaking, what can I do for you?



2



My company placed an order with you last month, and we're not satisfied with your service. 3 3 3



Can I have your company's name, please? Tell me your company's name, please. What's the name of your company?
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3



It's Athena Cell Phones. We ordered 400 desk lamps and only 200 of them work. Did you receive a copy of the invoice? O.K., did you get a copy of the invoice with the shipment? I see, did you receive a copy of the invoice with the shipment?



4



Tell me the purchase order number, please. Let me have the P.O. number, please.



The purchase order number is 439275C. The purchase order number is 439275C. The purchase order number is 439275C.



5



Fine. Fine. Fine.



6 6 6



5 5



7 7 7



But we spent over $7,000 on the lamps! The money you spent doesn't change our policy. It doesn't matter how much you paid for the order. I told you our policy already.



8



4



We'd also like to have a refund. Our exchange policy is 'no refunds.' We can give you credit, but no refund. The company policy is 'no refunds.'



7



4



What are you going to do about the problem? We can replace the defective lamps for free. O.K., we can replace the defective lamps for you. We'll replace the defective lamps free of charge.



6



4



I have a copy of the invoice with me here. What's the purchase order number, please?



5



Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment. Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment. Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment.



8 8 8



What do I do with the defective lamps, then? 9 9 9



Send them back to our warehouse. Return them to our warehouse. Ship them back to our warehouse.
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9



Will you pay for the shipping? 10 10 10



Yes, we'll pay for the shipping. Of course we'll pay for the shipping. Don't worry, we'll pay for it.



10



When will we receive the new lamps? We'll send them out today and you'll receive them next week. I'll send them out immediately and you'll receive them next week. They will arrive in one week.



11



11 11 11



Thanks for your help. Glad to be of service. No problem. Have a nice day.



Goodbye. Goodbye. Thanks, goodbye.



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Ship them back to our warehouse. Have Worry Invoice Return



2



Don't worry, we'll give you a refund. To do Isn't Can't Aren't The negative imperative



3



We'll pay for the shipping. in at on to



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. order customer service invoice
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shipment assistance bill
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2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to pay to send back to help to receive



to spend to return to assist to get



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



The affirmative imperative



2



The negative imperative
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Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: to arrive to tell



told



to send



sent



to receive



received



to place



placed



to spend



spent



to order



ordered



Irregular verbs



2



arrived



Construction of the preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: ordered



to order



spent



to spend



returned



to return



replaced



to replace



sent



to send



told



to tell



paid



to pay



Irregular verbs



Construction of the preterite
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3



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: the company places Athena Cell Phones receives



Athena Cell Phones received



customer service does



customer service did



he tells



he told



the warehouse sends



the warehouse sent



the company spends



the company spent



we pay



we paid



Construction of the preterite



4



the company placed



Irregular verbs



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: Athena Cell Phones receives



Athena Cell Phones received



the lamps return



the lamps returned



the company replaces



the company replaced



Athena Cell Phones orders



Athena Cell Phones ordered



the warehouse ships back



the warehouse shipped back



they place



they placed



Keith helps



Keith helped



Construction of the preterite
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Sentence Practice [8 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: My company (to place) an order with you last month.



It doesn't matter how much you (to spend) on the order.



It doesn't matter how much you spent on the order.



Athena (to receive) the shipment over 2 weeks ago.



Athena received the shipment over 2 weeks ago. Athena received the shipment over two weeks ago.



They (to arrive) at the warehouse yesterday.



They arrived at the warehouse yesterday.



Irregular verbs



2



My company placed an order with you last month.



Construction of the preterite



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Athena (to receive) the shipment over 2 weeks ago.



Athena received the shipment over 2 weeks ago.



You (to send) me a copy of the invoice with the order.



You sent me a copy of the invoice with the order.



They (to replace) the defective lamps free of charge.



They replaced the defective lamps free of charge.



I (to ship) the lamps back to the warehouse last Monday.



I shipped the lamps back to the warehouse last Monday.



Irregular verbs



Construction of the preterite
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to ship) the lamps back to the warehouse last Monday.



Our company (to pay) over $1,000 for the shipping.



Our company paid over $1,000 for the shipping. Our company paid over one thousand dollars for the shipping. Our company paid over 1,000 dollars for the shipping.



We (to receive) the invoice 3 weeks later.



We received the invoice 3 weeks later. We received the invoice three weeks later.



They (to tell) me their company policy was 'no refunds.'



They told me their company policy was 'no refunds. '



Irregular verbs



4



Construction of the preterite



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Our company (to pay) over $1,000 for the shipping.



Our company paid over $1,000 for the shipping.



We (to spend) a lot of money on the desk lamps.



We spent a lot of money on the desk lamps.



Customer service (to send) us the new lamps immediately.



Customer service sent us the new lamps immediately.



I (to tell) her we (to be) not satisfied with their service.



I told her we were not satisfied with their service. I told her we weren't satisfied with their service.



Irregular verbs



5



I shipped the lamps back to the warehouse last Monday.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Conjugate as in the example. Example: (To tell) me your company's name, please.



Tell me your company's name, please.



(To send) them back to our warehouse.



Send them back to our warehouse.



(To replace) the defective lamps for free.



Replace the defective lamps for free.



(To ship) them back to us.



Ship them back to us.



The affirmative imperative
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6



Conjugate as in the example. Example: (To ship) them back to us.



Ship them back to us.



(To send) me an invoice with the shipment.



Send me an invoice with the shipment.



(To return) the defective lamps to the warehouse.



Return the defective lamps to the warehouse.



(To pay) for the shipping.



Pay for the shipping.



The affirmative imperative



7



Make the following sentences negative. Example: Worry about the shipping.



Don't worry about the shipping.



Send them back to the warehouse.



Don't send them back to the warehouse.



Pay for the order.



Don't pay for the order.



Place an order.



Don't place an order.



The negative imperative



8



Make the following sentences negative. Example: Worry about the shipping.



Don't worry about the shipping.



Spend money on the lamps.



Don't spend money on the lamps.



Arrive next week.



Don't arrive next week.



Tell me the purchase order number.



Don't tell me the purchase order number.



The negative imperative
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Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



To tell. Told. To send. Sent. To spend. Spent.



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



An invoice. A shipment. An order. To receive. To ship back. Shipping.



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello, I'd like to speak to Customer Service. 2 2 2



This is Keith, how can I help you? Yes, this is Keith, what can I do for you? Keith speaking, what can I do for you? Return them to our warehouse. We can give you credit, but no refund. We already paid an annual fee. Send them back to our warehouse. Ship them back to our warehouse.



2



My company placed an order with you last month, and we're not satisfied with your service. Can I have your company's name, please? Tell me your company's name, please. What's the name of your company? They will arrive in one week. You can't be cheaper than Nanos Telecom. Have a nice day. We already paid an annual fee. We want more personal service.
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Thanks, goodbye. Customer service comes first.
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3



It's Athena Cell Phones. We ordered 400 desk lamps and only 200 of them work. Did you receive a copy of the invoice? O.K., did you get a copy of the invoice with the shipment? I see, did you receive a copy of the invoice with the shipment? Our phone company is better. For our phone bill? Our company wants a faster connection. She just took her lunch break. Are there more benefits than Nanos Telecom offers?



4



Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment. Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment. Yes, you sent me an invoice with the shipment. Nanos Telecom's rates are worse than ours, ma'am. Yes, for your phone bill. Nanos Telecom's connection is slower than ours.



4 4 4



Of course.



I have a copy of the invoice with me here. What's the purchase order number, please? Tell me the purchase order number, please. Let me have the P.O. number, please. Unfortunately, Ms. Young can't take your call right now. I don't know, she's very busy. This is Keith, how can I help you? Our company wants a faster connection.



The purchase order number is 439275C. The purchase order number is 439275C. The purchase order number is 439275C.



5 5 5



O.K. I'll try again later, thanks. Nanos Telecom's connection is slower than ours.



She just took her lunch break.



5



What are you going to do about the problem? We can replace the defective lamps for free. O.K., we can replace the defective lamps for you. We'll replace the defective lamps free of charge. What kind of offer? Can I help you, Mr. Jang? Keith speaking, what can I do for you? Do you offer a faster service than Nanos Telecom? You can't be cheaper than Nanos Telecom.
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Fine. Fine. Fine. Our new long-distance calling plan.



Of course.
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6 6 6



6



We'd also like to have a refund. Our exchange policy is 'no refunds.' We can give you credit, but no refund. The company policy is 'no refunds.' For our phone bill? Is the sound quality clearer than Nanos Telecom provides? What can I do for you, Mr. Jang? Keith speaking, what can I do for you? Our telecom company already gave us good rates.



7



Yes, for your phone bill. Of course.



But we spent over $7,000 on the lamps! The money you spent doesn't change our policy. It doesn't matter how much you paid for the order. I told you our policy already. I'm sorry, Ms. Young is in a meeting. The company wants less expensive monthly fees. Our telecom company already gave us good rates. This is Keith, how can I help you? They can't be better than our rates.



8



7 7 7



8 8 8 Our fees are less expensive than theirs.



Nanos Telecom's rates are worse than ours, ma'am.



What do I do with the defective lamps, then? Send them back to our warehouse. Return them to our warehouse. Ship them back to our warehouse. Unfortunately, Ms. Young can't take your call right now. Glad to be of service. Hera Telecom is usually more expensive than Nanos Telecom. Our company wants a faster connection. What kind of offer?
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Nanos Telecom's connection is slower than ours. Our new long-distance calling plan.
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9



Will you pay for the shipping? Yes, we'll pay for the shipping. Of course we'll pay for the shipping. Don't worry, we'll pay for it. Our phone company is better. For our phone bill? What kind of offer? Can she call you back later today? Keith speaking, what can I do for you?



10



10 10 10 Nanos Telecom's rates are worse than ours, ma'am. Yes, for your phone bill. Our new long-distance calling plan. No, it's O.K. I'll try again later.



When will we receive the new lamps? We'll send them out today and you'll receive them next week. I'll send them out immediately and you'll receive them next week. They will arrive in one week. The company wants less expensive monthly fees. Our phone company is better.



11 11 11 Our fees are less expensive than theirs. Nanos Telecom's rates are worse than ours, ma'am.



It doesn't matter how much you paid for the order. Can I help you, Mr. Jang? Our telecom company already gave us good rates.



11



Thanks for your help. Glad to be of service. No problem. Have a nice day. Our company already paid the monthly bill. She just took her lunch break. Send them back to our warehouse. Return them to our warehouse. I can't make these decisions.



Goodbye. Goodbye. Thanks, goodbye.



Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



Synonym of 'to ship back.' to return



2



Document which tells you how much you must pay. invoice
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intermediate unit 2 (b1) - MAFIADOC.COM 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 2. Make the following sentences singular. Example: There are sandwiches on the table.










 








INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 3 (B1) 

You were in such a hurry to catch your plane that you forgot to get. American money. ...... When did Athena choose the Chinese consultants? The company sold ...










 








intermediate unit 1 (b1) 

We serve continental breakfast and regular American breakfast items. ...... Is that a normal temperature? 7 ...... 5 You eat hamburgers, hot dogs and potato salad.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B1) 

Later in the day, you call to make arrangements to attend next month's trade show in Boston. "Convention ..... What will you start with? ..... [You are at a trade fair.] ...










 








intermediate+ unit 1 (b1) 

So long is another way of saying goodbye. How are you Greetings My condolences Go to bed. 2. Figures are totals, numbers, amounts or other values.










 








expert unit 2 (b1) 

Well, I can give you a discount of 100 dollars. Seven hundred .... Put the following phrases in the right order. .... Never mind. 7 ...... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... than ours, ma'am. 6 .... Jill is a better manager than Jac










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B3) 

ice water beer fresh orange juice soda warm milk. 11 lemons oranges apples pineapples apricots grapes. 12 milk ice water black coffee lemon tea espresso.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B1) 

Thank you, see you soon! .... He watches Spanish TV shows. ... to watch music to dance pants to wear book to read. 2. Match the words from the dialogue with the ...... Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises]. 1 if you say the glass is.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B1) 

I'll do my best to get you on the next flight. 7 ... Go to the airline check-in counter. Go to the ...... 4 Oh no, with my husband, dog, mother, father and five children.










 








intermediate plus unit 2 (b3) 

Let me get my coat. Hurry up! 4. 2. Shopping! Which stores? Who cares! 3. I don't need anything. ... The salesperson will tell you. 14 .... he (to like) he'd like he would like we (to withdraw) we'd withdraw we would withdraw .... sales clerk ... a g










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 2 (B2) 

2. What kind of pants? Dress slacks. 5. Jeans. 5. Corduroy pants. They don't have ..... because they benefit from reduced prices by buying their products in bulk.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B1) 

The bank that gave me a loan is closed today. ..... The Financial District interests you? ..... circus bartenders zookeepers vagabonds secret service ... family fantastic management atmosphere exactly apple ask .... the preterite of the following ver










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka










 








intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B3) 

lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad ... to book (v.) bottle to cancel (v.) to choose (v.).










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B3) 

We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. I'm sorry about ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B2) 

New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. 4. Well, I hope it ... I didn't realize you rented out cars. Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name. 9. 8.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 12 (B3) 

I'll have to see how many we have in stock. 5 ... Yesterday we had two hundred and thirty in stock. ... Your next meeting is via videoconference with the general manager of a large U.S. supermarket chain. Sitting at your desk at Cellular Phones, you 
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